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ABSTRACT To support the current trend of personalised medicine, a collaboration between different healthcare providers is increasingly vital. The main element is the ability to share data among all parties while abiding by a data sharing policy. The EPI (Enabling Personalised Intervention) project addresses the problem of personalised diagnosis by developing real-time monitoring services and digital health twins. The EPI services run over adaptive computing infrastructures which provide more flexibility to accommodate the different requests. This paper proposes the EPI framework to support these novel health services over programmable infrastructure. The framework works on aligning the parties’ ability to share data with the policy defined beforehand. We explain the approach by introducing the framework’s data sharing logic model. We define the formalism of the logic model to deduce feasible data movements between and possibly satisfy a data collaboration request. We reinforce the framework’s logic model by introducing the algorithms running on this federated system to simulate its workflow. We provide three healthcare use cases running on a typical EPI infrastructure. We evaluated our model according to three relevant parameters, performance, feasibility, and aggregation power, and we can conclude that our framework supports the required interoperability between the EPI partners.

INDEX TERMS Data sharing, dynamic infrastructure, healthcare, information flow control, medical information system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consistent, reliable, and interoperable health data sharing is needed to support different healthcare applications such as decision making, monitoring, and planning. This is evidently important in extreme cases and disasters. As an example of that, the international health data-sharing efforts are facilitating effective combat strategies in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic spread across the world [1].

The exchange of health data is a key enabler to efficient and high-quality healthcare. This concept has been there for over a decade, through which many laws, requirements, and standards were adopted to regulate and preserve the patient’s rights for privacy and security [2], [3]. Ultimately, data collaboration between healthcare providers/parties considering the mentioned requirements can empower patients through the healthcare cycle.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jenhong Tan.

The heterogeneity of the network infrastructure across different health care domains brings forth a challenge of ensuring seamless information flow. The EPI project aims to provide self/joint management of medical treatments throughout the healthcare cycle. That can be made possible by effectively enabling data sharing across parties. And as a result, the EPI project intends to support various applications, such as privacy-preserving machine learning (ML) and small data-set models.

The EPI project requires a dynamic infrastructure to adapt to different requirements. The infrastructure should optimally exploit the heterogeneity and programmability of computing/networking resources. The paper proposes the dynamic EPI infrastructure that we set up according to a data-sharing logic model. We aim to align information flow with the policy i.e. data sharing rules. The framework defines each node’s capabilities with attributes and detects heterogeneity.

1 https://delaat.net/epi/
with the concept of areas. After that, the framework automates the setup of an overlay of virtualised functions to bridge attributes’ gaps. The logic model proposed addresses the heterogeneity and provides interoperability, undegraded security, and reliability of information flow across various domains.

The research question to be answered is, **How to support health data sharing for heterogeneous parties collaborating within an infrastructure?**

In this paper, we answer this question, and we contribute to the existing literature of health data sharing frameworks:

- We propose a logic model to determine achievable data sharing within heterogeneous environments of infrastructure
- We match the achievable data sharing with the defined policy to ensure alignment
- We define the concept of EPI areas that maps to the possible data flow
- We implement an algorithm that creates EPI areas
- We evaluate the algorithm according to relevant parameters
- We define a typical EPI infrastructure and its components
- We apply the logic model to the infrastructure running specific EPI use cases

In Section II, we discuss several existing data-sharing frameworks in the context of health to give a background about the topic. After that, we introduce the EPI framework in Section III, the logic model behind it and its components in Section IV. To validate the logic model, we show the simulation experiment and evaluate the results in Section V. In Section VI, we expand on the results’ discussion. In section VII, we show how the EPI framework functions with an EPI infrastructure. Moreover, we explain the framework’s functionality in the light of different health use cases in Section VIII.

### II. HEALTH DATA SHARING FRAMEWORKS

Latest advancements in the field of informatics inspired much of research utilising said technologies in the healthcare domain. Such development is currently essential due to the impractical traditional data sharing methods. According to surveys [4], roughly 15% of patients visiting a doctor were asked to supply their radiology report personally (like on a DVD), and another 5% had to redo their tests.

Healthcare providers realise that and are migrating towards the usage of electronic medical records (EHR). It is a broad consensus that sharing data in the medical spectrum can be beneficial in terms of cost-efficiency, preventing redundancies, cooperation between stakeholders, reliable research and discoveries. Achieving secure health data sharing can result in an efficient and effective healthcare cycle managed by the patients/healthcare stakeholders.

Health data sharing frameworks exist, but they are catered to satisfy a single, specific use case. That makes the architecture rigid and less suited to support different applications. These frameworks do not address the different capabilities present in all network endpoints, and actually assume identical operational possibilities on all participating nodes. This is far from the current state-of-the-art in computing infrastructures.

In this section, we aim to highlight some of the literature. The way that we gathered the literature is as follows. For each query on Google scholar, we chose the top result. We queried “secure sharing infrastructure”, and the top result was [5]. The search results were further filtered with a 2018+ time frame to represent more recent research [6].

We queried “secure data sharing infrastructure”, and the top result was [7], then added a time filter of 2018 which gave the top result [6]. We queried “health data secure monitoring” with top result [8], and got [9] as a top result for the results published after 2018. The mentioned papers referenced interesting literature like [10]–[13]. Some frameworks provide interoperability of data but for a single use case. Roelofs et al. [7] discuss an open-source infrastructure to share medical data internationally for radiotherapy studies. They provide interoperability of data by running a multicentric data mining. While Sartipi et al. [5] introduce an infrastructure that integrates PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System) and HL7 (Health Level 7) and aims to have a homogeneous, and internationally accepted EHR (Electronic Health Records).

Other frameworks rely on single specific technologies or devices. In more recent papers, frameworks leverage blockchain as a single infrastructural data sharing solution. Patel [6] favours an established consensus on a blockchain ledger over third party intermediates. Another framework utilising the same tools is MedShare [10]. The system integrates smart contracts and access control protocols to provide a tamper-proof ledger of health data.

MedBlock [11] compares with the MedShare system and shares data via blockchain. Unlike MedShare, MedBlock does not maintain a ledger of audited behaviour, instead, it provides an information management system. Moreover, Thilakanathan et al. [8] propose a platform based on cloud data services. The platform adds a layer of security by proposing a security protocol with ElGamal and proxy re-encryption key exchange schemes.


Table 1 shows a comparison between these frameworks according to a set of considered features. In light of the frameworks discussed, some elements, or combination of
elements, might be lacking. For instance, some proposals consider security on one hand, but do not address relevant laws and auditing. On the other hand, other frameworks address interoperability and data model usage across different sectors, but do not offer access control and security to protect sensitive data. More importantly, all these frameworks are catered to satisfy a specific use case which makes the architecture rigid and hard to support different use cases.

The majority of the proposed work seems to be application-specific. These infrastructures are mainly static and still offer a “one fits all” standard. None of these frameworks addresses the data movement requirements for generic use cases. In EPI, we formalise a methodology to support data sharing requests across providers with heterogeneous resources, which relies on the programmability of the infrastructure.

### III. THE EPI FRAMEWORK

The EPI framework is the collection of all networking/computing/stORAGE nodes provided by EPI parties. The EPI framework will cater to any application scenario by building a sub-infrastructure.

Figure 1 illustrates a high-level view of the proposed framework. An application scenario initiated by the collaborating parties (1) specifies the resources needed, and the data collaboration goals. The information-sharing agreement (ISA) describes the data sharing policy between parties, i.e., a policy is the group of rules governing data movement/usage [14]. The EPI framework queries ISA from the policy management system (2). The received ISA is further translated to a set of rules (3) that are recorded into a log.

The EPI framework uses a logic model (Section IV) to group nodes into areas that describe feasible data movements between them (4). On top of feasible data movements, the framework also considers the information flow rules to determine possible archetype mapping (5). The model describing the pattern of data movement is called collaboration archetype [15].

An application request is the actual requested data movement between parties. After building the sub-infrastructure, application requests are introduced (6). A single application scenario can refer to multiple application requests, and archetypes represent the aggregation of all possible data movements. When an application request maps to an existing collaboration archetype (7), that is further applied in the sub-infrastructure (8).

An auditing log is maintained of the data movement behaviour (9). The audit log is compared to the rules log, hence provides accountability (10).

### IV. THE DATA SHARING LOGIC MODEL

This section explains the logical model of creating and assigning areas nodes, hence creating a distinction of nodes’ capabilities. Initially, there exists a clear view of all possible parties (e.g., hospital, research centre, rehabilitation centre). The nodes can partake or initiate an application scenario setup.

We assume that a higher level of the architecture filled out an ISA when a set of parties (healthcare domains) initiates an application scenario. The ISA is assumed to consider all requirements under which data collaborating is allowed, and it gives back a set of permission rules. These permission rules are further translated into rules, which leaves the issue of actually moving the data. The issue arises due to the data movement depending on the compatibility and data interoperability between parties.

#### A. SUB-INFRASTRUCTURE INITIALISING

A health domain/provider party assigns a number of nodes which are the endpoints of physical/virtual resources. The first step is to establish “who” can offer “what”. We represent all resources endpoints included in the infrastructure by the set $N$ of nodes:

$$N = \{n_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, m\},$$

where $n_i$ represents a single node in the infrastructure and $m$ is the total number of nodes.

Attributes refer to what a node can support in terms of networking, computing, and storage functionalities.
attributes can specify software and computing resources: software tools, response scalability, CPUs. It can also specify security and network resources: identity and access control mechanism in place, data encryption and key management, data anonymisation, firewalls, scalable network links. Attributes for storage resources: maximum data storage, database tools, structured EHR/ unstructured. Let A be the set of all possible attributes:

\[ A = \{a_k \mid k = 1, \ldots, d\}, \]  

where \( a_k \) represents a distinct attribute and \( d \) is the total number of attributes.

Once the application scenario is made clear, a sub-infrastructure is initialised to support it. The sub-infrastructure is the set of nodes supporting a specific application for a duration of time. Let \( N_{App} \) be the set of mentioned nodes, such that:

\[ N_{App} \subseteq N, \]  

where \( N \) is the silo of resources of all parties and \( N_{App} \) specifies the nodes the collaborating parties use in the application scenario. The nodes needed to support the application are determined and the larger set \( N \) is filtered down. Each node’s capabilities are described by a set of infrastructural attributes, which can be any subset of \( A \). Subsequently, every node \( n_j \) in \( N_{App} \) is assigned \( A_j \subseteq A \).

The model inspects nodes within \( N_{App} \) and queries the attributes associated with each node. We define a mapping \( f_{App} \) between the set of nodes \( N_{App} \) and the power set \( \wp(A) \) of \( A \), such that \( f_{App}(n_i) = A_j \). Eq. (4) notes the many to one relation between nodes and attribute sets:

\[ f_{App} : N_{App} \rightarrow \wp(A), \]  

\( f_{App} \) is used to determine \( \mu \), where \( \mu \) is the set of attribute sets related to nodes in \( N_{App} \):

\[ \mu = \{A_j \mid j = 1, \ldots, ||N_{App}||\} = \{f_{App}(n_j) \mid n_j \in N_{App}\}. \]  

The adjacency \( C \) matrix represents all nodes connected by a channel, where a single entry \( c_{ij} \) is the channel between the sender node \( n_i \) and the receiver node \( n_j \), such that \( C \) is a \( s \times s \) square matrix with \( s = ||N_{App}|| \). A single entry \( c_{ij} \) is a Boolean value where 0, 1 represents the existence of a channel or the lack thereof, respectively.

\[ \beta \circ \alpha(N_{App}, \mu) = C. \]  

\[ \gamma(IS) = R. \]  

\[ A_{x} \subseteq A_{y} \]  

\[ n_{k} \Rightarrow n_{h}, \text{iff} A_{x} \subseteq A_{y}. \]  

**C. SUPPORTED CHANNELS WITHIN A SUB-INFRASTRUCTURE**

The logic dictates that data movement is supported when Eq. (8) is satisfied, where \( n_{k} \Rightarrow n_{h} \) represents a one data movement support between nodes \( n_{k} \) and \( n_{h} \). That means that a directional movement from \( n_{k} \) to \( n_{h} \) is supported when the capabilities of \( n_{k} \) (\( A_{h} \)) is the same or a superset of that of \( n_{k} \) (\( A_{k} \)).

\[ n_{k} \Rightarrow n_{h}, \text{iff} A_{x} \subseteq A_{y}. \]  

Supported/unsupported movements are represented by channels that can be utilised via a collaboration between nodes. The \( \alpha \) output is further processed and translated into a channel matrix by function \( \beta \).
by that creating the previously missing channel, if possible. In Eq. (11), $\epsilon_{gh}$ indicates the missing attributes

$$\epsilon_{gh} = A_h \cap \overline{A_g}. \quad (11)$$

There is a known set of bridgeable attributes $A_3$. $A_3$ is set a priori. Virtualised functionalities provide bridges on top of existing sub-infrastructure resources, and it is dependent on the capabilities of the infrastructure. The bridging function applies the missing attribute if $\epsilon_{gh} \subseteq A_3$. This supports the data movement and ensures compatibility and interoperability within collaborating nodes. The bridging function $\delta$ works as follows:

$$\delta(C) = B. \quad (12)$$

where $\delta$ takes as an input the matrix of channels, and returns matrix $B$ of bridged channels. $B$ is represented as a $s \times s$ square matrix. A single entry $b_{ij}$ is a Boolean value, where 0 can mean either a none bridgeable channel or $\epsilon_{ij} = \phi$ (the channel already exists), and 1 means a bridgeable channel $c_{ij}$.

In case an entry $c_{ij} = 0$, and $\epsilon_{ij} \subseteq A_3$, this means that $\delta(C_{ij}) = b_{ij} = 1$. The two concerns that arise dealing with bridging functions are as follows:

- The cost associated with the bridging function offered in terms of time and complexity
- There exists an infeasibility ratio that needs to be considered in case $\epsilon_{ij} \not\subseteq A_3$; an unsupported data movement is unbridgeable

The three matrices serve as dependable variables that control the information flow. The information flow control (IFC) is computed by the aggregation of the channels, rules, and bridges. IFC is calculated by Eq. (13):

$$IFC = (R \land C) \lor B. \quad (13)$$

$IFC$ is a square matrix of the same dimensions $s \times s$. A single entry $f_{ij} = (r_{ij} \land c_{ij}) \lor b_{ij}$ of $IFC$ is is a Boolean value, where 0, 1 represent no flow/flow of information, respectively. $IFC$ is the adjacency matrix that describes the aggregated directed graph of all possible archetypes in an application scenario.

A single application request $Q$ is met when $Q$ and IFC overlap, hence the archetype mapping exists. All matrices we mentioned $C, R, B, IFC, Q$ have the same size $s \times s$.

**F. APPLICATION REQUESTS**

Once a sub-infrastructure is initialised, application request $Q$ utilises the built framework with collaboration instances. An application request is the matrix of requested data movements among nodes in an application scenario sub-infrastructure.

A single entry $q_{ij}$ is a Boolean value that describes a single requested data flow from $n_i$ to $n_j$, such that 0, 1 map to an absence or existence of a requested directional flow. To satisfy an application request $Q$, $Q$ should overlap with the matrix of supported, allowed, and bridgeable flows $IFC$.

The previously discussed functions interact as shown in Figure 2. $N_{App}$ and $\mu$ are the input to create the sub-infrastructure’s EPI areas $\Theta_{App}$. Next, the output is used to translate the channels into a matrix using $\beta$. Meanwhile, the policies turned rules are also translated into a matrix of allowed/denied flows by $\gamma$. Rules and channels matrices are aggregated, and a single entry aggregation $r_{ij} \land c_{ij}$ gives an output true in case of alignment, else false. In case of a false, the $\delta$ is introduced to apply $\epsilon_{ij}$.

After that, the IFC matrix is determined by the aligned and bridged channels, where $IFC = (R \land C) \lor B$. A set of Q’s is then considered by applying the “XNOR” logic gate with IFC to determine the matches between the two matrices. The “XNOR” output is 1 in case of an overlap between $q_{ij}$ and $f_{ij}$, and 0 is a mismatch.

The logic “AND” is applied to apply (1) or reject (0) a single data movement $q_{ij}$ in an application request $Q$. That is further clarified in Table 1, where $q_{ij} = 1$ is applied only when it overlaps with $f_{ij} = 1$, otherwise the request is rejected.

**V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION**

After discussing the framework in Section III, we introduce 4 algorithms that implement the EPI logic model. The first algorithm works by creating different areas associated with distinct attribute sets, such that $N_{App}$ is an input. It appends nodes with the exact matching attribute set to the same area, as shown in Algorithm 1.

The first lines (3-4) are looping over all the nodes in the $N_{App}$ set and query the node’s attribute set. There are two cases that this algorithm deals with. Lines 8-11 check whether the area that is associated with a node’s attribute set is already there, then it appends it to that area’s node set. The lines 14-16
are executed if the node belongs to a new area that does not already exist.

Once the logic model assigns all the nodes to areas, it also searches for subset relations between areas (included or distinct), as shown in Algorithm 2. After that, the framework deduces the supported channels between nodes within areas. We determine this relation according to the attribute set associated with each area.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to Assign Nodes to Areas

1: procedure createAreas(NApp) 
2: Θ ←− φ \(\triangleright\) initialise the set of areas 
3: for all \(n \in N_{App}\) do 
4: \(A_n \leftarrow \text{getAttribute}(n)\) \(\triangleright\) loop over all nodes 
5: flag ←− 0 
6: for all \(\theta \in \Theta\) do 
7: \(A_\theta \leftarrow \text{getAttribute}(\theta)\) \(\triangleright\) retrieve attributes 
8: if \(A_n = A_\theta\) then 
9: \(\theta \leftarrow \theta \cup \{n\}\) 
10: flag ←− 1 
11: break 
12: end if 
13: end for 
14: if flag = 0 then 
15: \(\Theta \leftarrow \{n\}\) \(\triangleright\) create new area with node n 
16: \(\Theta \leftarrow \Theta \cup \{\theta\}\) 
17: end if 
18: end for 
19: return Θ 
20: end procedure

In Algorithm 2, we loop over created areas twice (lines 1-4) to compare both areas associated attribute set. The algorithm sets a subset-superset relation between areas (lines 7-11).

The model’s logic dictates that if an area is a subset (with fewer attributes) of another area, it means that supported channels exist between this area’s nodes and the nodes in all superset areas (with more attributes characteristics). Algorithm 3 processes the created areas and deduces channels, as follows.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm to Deduce Channels Between Nodes

1: procedure checkChannels(Θ) 
2: \(C = \{c_{ij}\}\) be a new sxs matrix with \(\forall c_{ij} = 0\) 
3: for \(\theta_i \in \Theta\) do \(\triangleright\) loop over areas 
4: for \(n_i \in \theta_i\) do \(\triangleright\) loop over nodes in each area 
5: for \(n_j \in \theta_i\) do \(\triangleright\) nodes in the same area 
6: if \(i \neq j\) then 
7: \(c_{ij} \leftarrow 1\) \(\triangleright\) channel exists 
8: end if 
9: end for 
10: if supersets \(\neq \phi\) then \(\triangleright\) \(\theta_i\) has supersets 
11: for \(\theta_j \in \text{supersets}_i\) do 
12: for \(n_j \in \theta_j\) do 
13: \(c_{iz} \leftarrow 1\) 
14: end for 
15: end for 
16: end if 
17: end for 
18: end for 
19: return \(C\) \(\triangleright\) the matrix of all channels 
20: end procedure

Algorithm 3 loops over nodes in each area (lines 2-3), and initialises existing channels between nodes within the same area (lines 4-6). In lines 9-12 the algorithm checks whether a node’s area has a subset-superset relation area if so channels between this node and the nodes in the other area are initialised by setting the corresponding entry in matrix \(C\) to true.

After creating areas and deducting their channels, we consider the rules. We assume that the rule matrix was set by the policy management system involved, and then translated by \(\gamma\). Then, take into account the possible bridging functions that can compensate for missing attributes and add to supported channels \(C\). Function \(\delta(C)\) results with the matrix B, where \(b_{ij} = 0\) in case channel \(c_{ij}\) already exists, i.e. \(c_{ij} = \phi\) or isn’t included in \(A_j\).

The algorithm checks for available bridges (matrix \(B\)) and matches it to the missing channels between nodes is as in Algorithm 4.

In Algorithm 4, the algorithm in line 2 loops over all nodes in \(N_{App}\) and checks if it has supported channels to other nodes in lines 6-7. In case the channels to other nodes are missing, the algorithm in lines 11-13 checks if the attribute difference between the two nodes is bridgeable. As a result, the algorithm returns the matrix of updated channels with the added bridges.

The framework uses the IFC matrix to push the sub-infrastructure setup and support possible application requests. Application requests are successful when \(Q\) overlaps with IFC. Otherwise, not all data movements within this request might be possible. We deploy the algorithm on a server to emulate a framework prototype.
The server runs the logic model and lists the areas $\Theta_{App}$, estimates $B$, and aggregates it with $R$ (step 2). The middleware system deduces the IFC with all possible archetype models, and the setup cost is estimated (step 3). After the confirmation of the user (parties initiating the application) (step 4), the system pushes the IFC to the infrastructural level (step 5). Ultimately, a node then initiates the application requests ($Q$) to utilise the sub-infrastructure (step 6), and requests are applied or rejected accordingly.

We further evaluate step 2 in Figure 3 that runs the area logic model algorithm, and we estimate the performance of the framework (Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4). This measurement is important to test how the algorithm would scale with large input nodes in case of time-critical application requests. The objective is to measure the performance as the number of nodes increases and becomes more distinct (heterogeneous attribute sets).

To define heterogeneity we first calculate the average intersection rate $AIR$ for $\mu$, we consider the intersection rate of all distinct pairs in $\mu$, as in Eq. (14):

$$AIR = \frac{\sum_{i,j, i < j} |A_i \cap A_j|}{\binom{n}{2}}.$$  

To determine the average heterogeneity rate $AHR$ of the nodes’ attribute sets, we calculate $AHR$, such that:

$$AHR = 1 - AIR.$$  

The performance variables that we measure are execution time and CPU time. We measure the execution time by recording the elapsed real-time between the invocation of the script and its termination. We also measure the CPU time is by the processing time of the instructions. The recorded time describes the scaling of the delay between sending an application scenario setup request (step 1) and receiving an answer from the IFC matrix (step 4), which is relevant in case of time-critical requests. The algorithms’ complexity also determines the performance of the framework. The plots in Figures 4 and 5 show the scaling of response time in real-time and CPU time. The time is measured as the input size increases (number of nodes increases), and as the heterogeneity of the input increases (number of areas increases).

In the plot of Figure 4, we keep the heterogeneity as a constant ($AHR = 0$), and we increase the number of nodes. Notice that a third-degree polynomial nicely fits the data, demonstrating time complexity $O(n^3)$. The plot in Figure 5 shows the scalability of real and CPU time as $AHR$ increases, where $n = 20$. Notice that a second-degree polynomial nicely fits the data, indicating a scaling as $O(n^2)$.
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1) PERFORMANCE

We set up a server to run the algorithm in the back-end, and maintain a database of all possible nodes. The server runs on a Dell machine with Ubuntu 18.04 operating system and 8 CPU cores, where the Python script of the logic model does not use multiprocessing.

We initiated an application scenario with the specifying nodes relevant for this request $N_{App}$ (step 1 in Figure 3). The framework redirects the application query to the policy management system to query the regulating rules $R$ of the information flow within this scenario (steps 1.1 and 1.2).

2) INFRASTRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

The percentage of aggregated nodes within the same area indicates the setup cost of any sub-infrastructure. As an example, if the aggregation power percentage is a 100%,
that means that no extra bridging functions need to be in place before the movement of information between nodes is possible.

The opposite is also true, the lower the aggregation power, the higher the setup cost might be estimated. Moreover, aggregation is directly proportional to the probability of satisfiable application requests. As an example, if the aggregation power is 100% (all nodes belong to the same area) then the probability that supported channels exists (data movement is possible) is 1.

Eq. (16) calculates the number of possible attribute subsets, given that $d$ is the number of all possible distinct attributes, such that:

$$||\varphi(A)|| = 2^d - 1. \quad (16)$$

The result of Eq. (17) shows the percentage of nodes being aggregated into distinct areas. The value might differ with different infrastructures. Aggregation power is calculated as follows, where $\Theta$ is the set of all areas grouping $N$:

$$\text{Aggregation} = \frac{||\varphi(A)|| - ||\Theta|| + 1}{||\varphi(A)||} \times 100. \quad (17)$$

The infrastructure also has a property of setup success ratio, where the bridging functions can satisfy all possible missing channels (attributes $e_{ij}$). The fewer attributes are bridgeable, the higher the failure ratio is. We calculate the success ratio as follows:

$$\text{Success} = \frac{||A_\delta||}{||A||}. \quad (18)$$

VI. DISCUSSION

The framework provides clear identification of missing attributes per node and matches it to a bridging function. The available bridging functions directly affect the application requests feasibility and success rate, as defined by the infrastructural properties. The infrastructural properties’ measurements rely on the infrastructure itself.

The infrastructure should be ready to bridge any missing attribute to accomplish a complete success rate. Moreover, the success rate also depends on the heterogeneity of the infrastructure, which the aggregation power value reflects. The aggregation power is 100% if the number of areas created is equal to 1, hence all nodes are characterised by the same attribute sets. Subsequently, upgrading the infrastructure improves the success rate of an application request and the aggregation power of areas.

The algorithm of the logic model scales under the complexity of $O(n^3)$. We interpret the algorithm performance as a one time run delay before pushing the setup instructions into the infrastructure level. After that, the complexity and time cost is inversely proportionate to the aggregation power and average intersection rate.

In other words, as the heterogeneity in the infrastructure increases, the time cost increases. The delay follows from the extra steps of the intermediate bridging functions that are associated with a higher heterogeneity and a larger number of areas.

The previously discussed measurements foresee the probability of an application request failure, high setup costs, and delays. Those values are dependant on the infrastructure and can be improved by tailoring the infrastructure resources. The EPI parties can evaluate the infrastructural properties before introducing any application to estimate a future upgrade or to customise the requests accordingly.

Existing health data sharing frameworks focus on primarily security and access control, as shown in Table 1. The EPI framework addresses these two features by considering security and access control attributes. As a result, channels exist to support data movements to nodes that offer the same security functionalities (same area) or more (area superset).

Our proposed framework addresses other features by defining attributes (for example structured data storage) that ensure interoperability and delegating the definition of data sharing rules to the policy management system. Data auditing is also a
proposed feature considered by the EPI architecture as shown in Figure 1. The EPI framework adds the EPI logic model to the infrastructural programmability and provides a dynamic and heterogeneous infrastructure. As a result, we contribute to existing frameworks by offering the dynamicity feature.

VII. THE EPI INFRASTRUCTURE

Introducing Network Functions Virtualisation (NFVs) [16] to the EPI infrastructure enables configuring hybrid networks of physical and virtual resources to adapt to different use cases. As discussed before, the programmability of the EPI infrastructure depends on efficiently setting up the bridging functions between areas of nodes. We utilise the NFV services as a tool to provide the bridging functions on top of the initially heterogeneous areas.

Each NFV instance hosted on a virtualised network implements a bridging function. We refer to the set of virtualised network nodes as the NFV infrastructure (NFVI), which is an overlay cloud-like infrastructure on top of the physical one. NFV instances are set up to add missing attributes, such as packet encryption/decryption. To forward and redirect incoming packets to the correct NFV node. Each instance is identified with a unique IP address [17].

We define the series of connected bridging functions as the bridging function chain (BFC), and we assume that the proxy nodes will use a suitable mechanism to perform area-area routing along the BFC. One of the possible technologies that an EPI infrastructure could use is, for example, Segment routing [18]. The routing table is set to enforce packet forwarding along the BFC path. By that applying the abstract set of commands specified by δ (see Eq. (12)).

In Figure 6, we illustrate a typical EPI infrastructure that is layered into physical topology, logical topology, and a control plane. The physical topology layer is the initial topology of the parties’ nodes $N_{App}$. The EPI framework builds the logical topology of areas on a higher layer of $\Theta_{App}$. At that layer, the framework initialises the $C$ matrix by noting supported channels between nodes.

The proxy node hosts the Area-Area packet forwarding to bridge communication between nodes of different areas. The proxy node handles establishing a connection with the NFV instances hosted on the NFVI. In other words, the proxy node’s tasks are to 1) Identify the NFV instances required to bridge a channel, 2) Establish a connection with the NFVs, and 3) Enable Area-Area routing by enforcing packets redirection along the BFCs. The control plane runs on the highest level and has three components: 1) The NFV management nodes 2) An orchestrator 3) The middleware controller.

Similar to an ETSI-NFV architecture [19], the EPI infrastructure incorporates NFV management nodes and an orchestrator to configure and manage the NFVs’ lifecycle. The orchestrator also coordinates with the middleware controller to set up the proxy nodes. There is a centralised orchestrator and one NFV management component per proxy node.

The middleware controller performs the following main tasks: 1) Processing the logical topology and assigning areas, 2) Configuring the proxy node to enable bridges, and determining the needed BFC of NFVs, 3) Configuring the Area-Area routing tables.

The EPI infrastructure, in a general sense, includes NFV components that are set up to enable the EPI logic model (refer to step 5 in Figure 3). In an EPI use case, we reprogram the EPI infrastructure to adapt by determining the specific BFC of NFVs and effectively communicating with EPI parties. As long as the missing attributes between nodes are bridgeable, and can be virtually provided at a higher layer, then the use case is supported.

VIII. EPI USE CASES

In the EPI project, there are three main use cases to consider. In this section, we introduce these use cases, apply the logic model to determine the IFC, and set up the bridging functions proxies in an attempt to satisfy the requested data movements. Note that in the following use cases, the attributes that we considered are characteristic of the nodes’ low-level communication attributes, such as the IP version and data encryption capabilities.

We identify each node as follows $n_i(A_i, IP)$, and the possible attributes are the set $A = \{\text{Encrypted data } (a_1), \text{IPv4 } (a_2), \text{IPv6 } (a_3)\}$. If a node has $a_1$ as an attribute, that means that this node stores maintains, and communicates the data in an encrypted form. A node supports IPv4 and IPv6 addresses if it has attributes $a_2$ and $a_3$, respectively. Any incompatibilities between these attributes can result in an unsupported data movement, hence data sharing failure. The three EPI use cases discussed in this section are:

1) Patients to doctor data streaming which is a typical scenario that aims to provide personalized medicine/diagnosis
2) Maintain an EHR and backup storage with multiple data sources
3) ML model sharing to train models on medical data sets

A. PATIENTS-DOCTOR DATA STREAMING

The first EPI use case is built to support patient-doctor data streaming and as a result, providing a personalised diagnosis. Figure 7 illustrates this and shows the framework setup. Nodes $n_1, n_2,$ and $n_3$ are patients’ nodes such that each node simulates the behaviour of a patient’s medical data streaming.
These nodes want to send their data to the doctor node hosted on node $n_4$. Node $n_4$ has a trained ML model and aims to receive the monitoring data and reply with the patient’s personalised diagnosis. In this use case, $N_{app} = \{n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\}$, and $A_1 = \{a_2\} A_2 = \{a_2\} A_3 = \{a_2\} A_4 = \{a_1, a_2\}$ respectively.

The middleware controller runs the logic model, assigns areas based on these nodes’ attributes, deduces IFC, and sets up the area-area proxies. We assume that the policy allows all data movements, and the $R$ matrix entries are initialised all to 1. The bridging functions utilised are the IPv4-to-IPv6 tunnelling and data decryption functions. In case of an unsupported movement between nodes, the middleware controller sets up a proxy that redirects the packets along the BFC to apply the bridging functions. The BFC is identified by the controller to implement the set of commands defined by $\delta$, such that $decrypt$ and $tunnel$ are two Boolean functions that pre-process the packets to be effectively communicated by nodes.

The NFV applied services in this use case are shown in Figure 7. The incompatibility in this case between $\theta_2$ and $\theta_1$, such that $c_{21} = \{a_1\}$. The proxy is set up to manage area-area routing with BFC: $\delta(c_{21}) = decrypt(c_{21}) = b_{21} = 1$, such that output represents the availability of the bridge between $\theta_2$ and $\theta_1$.

Figure 7 shows the supported channels, and bridgeable channels, and the calculation of IFC is as follows (refer to Eq. (13)):

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\wedge
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\vee
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

As mentioned before, according to this use case data should flow both ways: patients-doctor and doctor-patients. The application requests are expected to be from nodes $n_1$, $n_2$, and $n_3$ to node $n_4$ and vice versa and the $Q$ matrix shows that. Data movement requests $Q$ are applied once it overlaps with the IFC matrix. That is determined by $-(IFC \otimes Q) \wedge Q$ (refer to Table 2), where $\otimes$ represents a logic XOR:

$$
-\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\wedge
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

B. EHR AND BACKUP STORAGE

The second EPI use case is presented to maintain an EHR storage node and backup node with multiple data sources. Figure 8 illustrates this use case and the sub-infrastructure setup. In this use case we have medical data sources consisting of two doctors running on $n_1$ and $n_2$ nodes. The EHR storage is maintained on $n_3$, and $n_4$ acts as a backup. Nodes $n_1$ and $n_2$ wants to effectively query (Update/Insert/Get) a patient’s medical records from node $n_3$, and $n_3$ will update $n_4$ as a backup node, accordingly. $N_{app} = \{n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\}$, and $A_1 = \{a_2, a_3\} A_2 = \{a_2, a_3\} A_3 = \{a_1, a_2, a_3\} A_4 = \{a_1, a_2, a_3\}$ respectively.

In this use case the encryption/decryption of data is supported on all nodes. Subsequently, the bridging functions that are required from NFVI are IPv4-to-IPv6/IPv6-to-IPv4 tunneling to support data movements between these incompatibility nodes. As an example, $c_{12} = 0$ indicates unsupported data movement, then the proxy enables $\delta(c_{12}) = tunnel(c_{12}) = b_{12} = 1$ through area-area routing.

Figure 8 shows the supported channels (such that all rules’ entries are set to 1) and the bridgeable channels. We calculate IFC as follows (Eq. (13)):

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\wedge
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\vee
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

In this use case, the expected application requests require the data flow from the medical data sources (might be doctors) nodes $n_1$ and $n_2$ to EHR storage node $n_3$ and vice versa. Moreover, a data flow from node $n_3$ to the backup node $n_4$ is expected in the aim to maintain an updated backup storage.
Data movement requests Q are applied once it overlaps with the IFC matrix. That is determined as follows (Table 2):

$$
\neg (IFC \otimes \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}) \land \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
$$

C. ML MODEL SHARING

The third use case is proposed to share an ML model and train it over different nodes and that is described in Figure 9. Node $n_1$ is the ML model owner, and wants to train the model on the different medical data sets stored on $n_2$, $n_3$, and $n_4$ and representing potential hospital parties. Figure 9 shows $n_1$ initiating the application scenario setup and identifying relevant nodes for this application. In this case, $N_{App} = \{n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\}$ with $A_1 = \{a_2\}$, $A_2 = \{a_1, a_3\}$, $A_3 = \{a_1, a_3\}$, and $A_4 = \{a_1, a_2\}$ respectively.

An example of applying BFC in Figure 9: With the incompatibility between $\theta_2$ and $\theta_1$, $\epsilon_{c21} = \{a_1, a_3\}$, the proxy handles packets redirection to create bridges associated with the previously unsupported channel, such that $\delta(c_{21}) = decrypt \land tunnel(c_{21})$. Nodes in area $\theta_1$ do not support the encrypted data form that might be sent by nodes in area $\theta_2$. Subsequently, the decrypt function, offered by the NFV node, handles decrypting the data to communicate with $\theta_2$ effectively.

Moreover, $\theta_1$ is the area characterised by supporting only IPv4, so the tunnel bridging function is offered on top of the physical infrastructure of $\theta_1$ (hosted on the NFV node). The tunnelling function works by encapsulating IPv6 packets into IPv4 packets during transmission so that it is routed normally through IPv4 routers, and vice versa. The chaining of the two bridging functions allows previously unsupported channel $c_{21} = 0$ to be successfully bridged $p_{21} = 1$. After applying these functions, the nodes can effectively receive and process the data communicated.

Figure 9 shows the supported channels and bridgeable channels where we calculate IFC as follows (Eq. (13)):

$$
\left( \begin{array}{c}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{array} \right) \land \left( \begin{array}{c}
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{array} \right) \lor \left( \begin{array}{c}
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{array} \right)
$$

Data movement requests Q are applied once it overlaps with the IFC matrix:

$$
\neg (IFC \otimes \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}) \land \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
$$

As a result, the EPI framework provides the previously missing support to effectively share data between EPI parties in different use case scenarios. It is important to highlight that some attributes may never be bridge-able, where $a \notin A_1$.

An example of a low-level communication attribute that can never be bridged is the TLS version supported by a specific node. If two nodes in different areas want to communicate, they must have the same attribute value, i.e., support the same TLC version. There is no VNF or other mechanism that can bridge this gap.

IX. CONCLUSION

In contrast to current healthcare data sharing frameworks, we propose a dynamic programmable infrastructure that can bridge functionality gaps. Subsequently, the framework enables effective communication and interoperability when sharing data between heterogeneous infrastructures. The framework manages an overlay of attributes services (BFC) to align the data sharing policies with the heterogeneous technical attributes of healthcare domains. The framework assigns nodes into areas, initialises channels, considers collaboration rules, and sets up the bridging functions such that it can control the information flow in a sub-infrastructure.

We defined the logic model and provided the mathematical notations to follow. We simulated the algorithm and designed a prototype to use it. We want to stress that our framework, built to support healthcare use cases, is nonetheless capable of supporting general data sharing use cases. Our work defined the framework component needed to support this.

The measurement formulas of the infrastructure aggregation and success rate are used to quantify the infrastructural properties and compute an estimated failure and cost. We evaluated the performance of the algorithm and estimated that it scales with $O(n^3)$ as an upper limit, which is a one time/application setup delay.

The clustering of nodes into areas is done according to the node’s attributes. We will extend on the possible list of characterising attributes and the bridgeability of each. The attributes are classified into: low-level communication attributes (e.g., IP version), security attributes (e.g., level of encryption), service attributes (e.g., ML model privacy level), storage attributes, and computing attributes. After that, we will append more requirements statements to the logic model to accommodate to customised requirements (e.g., $n_g \Rightarrow n_h$, $iff A_g \subseteq A_h$ AND $n_g \Rightarrow n_h$, $iff a_1 \in A_h$).
The paper proposes the EPI framework and lays out the framework’s logic model, and we plan to extend on that with real testbeds experiments. Moreover, this paper explains how the framework and its components will be deployed in a typical infrastructure utilising NFVI and virtual networks. We see potential in the use of overlay networks and network virtual functions as technologies to provide the missing bridges (refer to Section VII and VIII), and we intend on emulating a real EPI infrastructure to evaluate its performance.
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